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a b s t r a c t
This paper studies the existence and the regularity of Logarithmic Harary Graphs (LHGs).
This study is motivated by the fact that these graphs are employed for modeling the
communication topology to support efficient flooding in the presence of link and node
failures when considering an initial arbitrary number of nodes n. Therefore, the capability
to identify graph constraints that allow the construction of LHGs for the largest number of
pairs (n, k) (where k is the desired degree of connectivity to be tolerant to failures) becomes
of primary importance. The paper presents several results in that direction.We introduce a
graph constraint, namely K -PASTED-TREE, that allows the construction of a LHG for every
pair (n, k) such that n ≥ 2k. Secondlywe present another graph constraint for LHG, namely
K -DIAMOND, which is equivalent to K -PASTED-TREE in terms of capability to construct
LHGs for any pair (n, k). The interest of K -DIAMOND lies in the fact that, for a given k,
K -DIAMOND allows us to construct more regular graphs than K -PASTED-TREE does. A k-
regular graph shows theminimal number of links required by a k-connected graph, leading
to minimal flooding cost. The paper formally shows, in particular, that there are an infinite
number of pairs (n, k), such that there exists a k-regular LHG for the pair (n, k) that satisfies
K -DIAMOND and does not satisfy K -PASTED-TREE.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Executing a robust and efficient deterministic flooding on the top of a distributed system with an arbitrary number of
processes and prone to crash failures is a challenging problem. This problem has been usually faced by building a richly
connected graph among the nodes participating in the computation and by using that graph to diffuse messages. Three ap-
proaches have emerged in the literature: gossip based on random graphs [5], flooding on k-connected deterministic graphs
[14], such as Harary Graphs [8], and deterministic dissemination over k-random graphs [17]. In this paper, we concentrate
on analyzing properties of richly connected deterministic graphs with an arbitrary number of nodes in order to obtain effi-
cient flooding.
Motivation. Jenkins and Demers in [10] pointed out the fact that Harary Graphs might lead to inefficient flooding with high
latencies in large networks due to the linear diameter of many Harary Graphs. To overcome this issue they introduced the
family of Logarithmic Harary Graphs (LHGs) that is a subset of Harary Graphs with logarithmic diameter. A graph belonging
to LHGs is able to support the flooding of the network in sublinear time. The authors also provide an operational construction
rule to build LHGs.
I A preliminary version of this paper appears in SRDS 2008.∗ Corresponding author. Fax: +39 06 77274002.
E-mail addresses: baldoni@dis.uniroma1.it (R. Baldoni), bonomi@dis.uniroma1.it (S. Bonomi), querzoni@dis.uniroma1.it (L. Querzoni),
tucci@dis.uniroma1.it (S. Tucci Piergiovanni).
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When considering the fact that the number of processes forming a network n is an arbitrary one as for example in peer-
to-peer networks, it becomes paramount the possibility of having a graph constraint that is able to provide LHGs for a wide
number of pairs (n, k) (where k is the desired degree of connectivity to be tolerant to failures) in order to be able to construct
a LHG well suited to that network. There are indeed many specific subsets of LHGs, such as De Bruijn [3] and Hypercubes
[21] that there exist for a very restricted set of pairs (n, k) being thus of little interest for the problemwe are considering. In
this paper we show intuitively that, for a given k, the operational construction rule provided by Jenkins and Demers in [10]
has an infinite number of pairs (n, k) for which it is impossible to build a LHG.
Finally, considering several distinct LHGs for a given pair (n, k), they might not have the same efficiency to flood the
network. The best efficiency is achieved by a LHG for a pair (n, k) with a number of edges x such that there does not exists
any other LHG for that pair (n, k)with a number of edges smaller than x. This property is captured by k-regularity of a graph.
Contribution. The paper presents several results on the existence and regularity of LHGs. Firstly we introduce two graph
constraints for building LHGs, namelyK -PASTED-TREE andK -DIAMOND. A graph constraint actually defines a class of graphs
that satisfy such constraint [4]. Graph constraints have the noteworthy characteristic to provide a set of properties able to
help the construction of the graph.
K -PASTED-TREE is a graph constraint that is satisfied by at least all the graphs that can be built by the Jenkins and
Demers operational construction rule. Moreover, for a given k the values of n for which it is impossible to build a LHG
with K -PASTED-TREE is upperly bounded by n = 2k. K -DIAMOND is equivalent to K -PASTED-TREE with respect to the
LHGs existence and its aim is to enlarge the set of pair (n, k) such that it is possible to build a k-regular LHG. To study the
existence of LHGs, we introduce a boolean characteristic function EXΠ (n, k), whereΠ is a graph constraint, that returns true
if and only if there exists a LHG for the pairs (n, k) that satisfies the graph constraintΠ . Using this function we show that:
EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k)⇔ EXK-DIAMOND(n, k)
As far as regularity is concerned,we introduce a boolean characteristic function REGΠ (n, k), whereΠ is a graph constraint
considered, that returns true if and only if there exists a k-regular LHG for the pair (n, k) that satisfiesΠ . Using this function
we show that:
• REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k)⇒ REGK-DIAMOND(n, k).• There is an infinite number of pairs (n, k) such that REGK-DIAMOND(n, k) = true and REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = false.
Roadmap. After presenting the related work in Section 2, Section 3 introduces LHGs together with the notions of existence
and k-regularity of a LHG. Section 4 shows the K -PASTED-TREE graph constraint, it shows that each graph satisfying K -
PASTED-TREE is a LHG and it computes EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k), REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) and discusses the relation between K -
PASTED-TREE and the operational rule presented by Jenkins and Demers in [10] with respect to LHGs existence. Section 5
presents K -DIAMOND, it shows that each graph satisfying K -DIAMOND is a LHG, it computes EXK-DIAMOND(n, k) and
REGK-DIAMOND(n, k) and discuss the relation with EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k), REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k).
2. Related work
Many graphs have been proposed for constrained flooding, starting from earlier works on networking until recent works
on overlays for information dissemination in very large scale settings. Spanning trees are undoubtedly one of the most
widely used graphs for information dissemination [2,6,9,23]. In this case, mechanisms to recover frommessage losses must
be provided as the tree will frequently become partitioned due to failures. This can inhibit scalability if failures are frequent.
The use of richly connected graphs have also been deeply investigated (e.g. hypercubes [7,20], De Bruijn graphs[11,15],
butterflies [16], randomic cyclic hypercubes [13]). Currently, most of these graphs are instances of LHGs but they exist
only for a few and specific pairs of n and k. For instance, k-connected hypercubes are k-regular graphs with 2k nodes
while k-connected De Bruijn graphs are k-regular graphs with kn nodes. Their applicability in our context is then limited.
Recently, several approaches to the construction of topologies based on a randomized choice of neighbors [1,12,19] have
been proposed. These topologies are attractive since they show many interesting properties as bound or sublinear degree
and logarithmic (or sublogarithmic) diameter. In [12] the authors present random expander overlay topologies that are
composed of d Hamiltonian cycles. In particular, the constructed topologies are expanders with O(log d ∗ n) and O(log n)
diameter with high probability. Let us remark that in these randomized topologies connectivity is maintained with high
probability as well. In fact, they have not been proposed for supporting deterministic delivery. Recently, a hybrid approach
has also been proposed [22]. The authors have proposed amechanism to combine the simplicity in terms of construction and
maintenance of the networks given by probabilistic approachwith the delivery guarantees given by deterministic approach.
In particular, the proposed topology is basically a ring, enriched with random links set by processes.
3. Logarithmic Harary Graphs
Basic notation. An undirected graph is a pair G = (V , E) where V is the set of nodes and E is a set of unordered pairs (s, t),
where s, t ∈ V , called edges. The degree of a node is the number of its incident edges. A path P on G from s to t , with s, t ∈ V ,
is a sequence of nodes such that for any two consecutive nodes, namely u and v, there exists an element (u, v) ∈ E. A cycle
is a path such that it starts and ends on the same node. The length of a path is given by the number of nodes it comprises. A
graph G with |V | > 1 is connected if, for any two nodes s, t ∈ V , with s 6= t , there exists a path on G from s to t . A graph is
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a tree if it does not contain any cycle and it is connected. The nodes of a tree that have degree equal to one are called leaves.
The height of a tree is the height of its root, that is the length of the longest path from the root to one of the leaves.
Graph constraint. A graph constraint Π is a set of structural properties (also referred in the text as ‘‘rules’’) that can be
applied to a graph to check if the graph verifies these properties. For example, a graph constraint can be: (i) the graph is a
tree and (ii) each node of a graph has at most two children. This graph constraint is satisfied only by binary trees. Another
more complex graph constraint can be (i) the graph is composed by two trees and (ii) each leaf of one tree is connected to
the root of the other tree.
Therefore, a graph constraint, on the one hand, identifies a specific set of graphs and, on the other hand, from the practical
point of view, a graph constraint resorts in a practical way for graph construction. Graph constraints in the context of graph
grammars and transformation systems have been introduced in [4].
Definition of LHG. Let G = (V , E) be the graph and (n, k) be a pair with n = |V | and k a natural number such that k < n. G
is a LHG if and only if it verifies the following properties:
Property 1. k-node connectivity: the removal of any subset of at most k− 1 nodes will not disconnect G.
Property 2. k-link connectivity: the removal of any subset of at most k− 1 links will not disconnect G.
Property 3. Link minimality: the removal of any link from G will reduce its link/node connectivity.
Property 4. Logarithmic diameter: for any pairs of nodes s, t ∈ V the maximum shortest path length from s to t is O(log(n)).
From Properties 1–3 it follows that LHGs are resilient at least to k − 1 failures (such graphs are also generally referred
to as k-connected). From Property 4 it follows that for any pairs of nodes there always exists a path connecting them that is
logarithmic with respect to the total number of nodes in the system.
Existence of LHGs. If we want to use LHGs as a topology for flooding networks with an arbitrary number of nodes, it is of
primary importance to define rules on the placement of nodes and edges, namely a graph constraint, for LHGs such that
this constraint allows us to build LHGs for the largest possible distinct number of pairs (n, k). In order to compare distinct
graph constraints according to this principle, we introduce a boolean characteristic function EXΠ (n, k), whereΠ is the graph
constraint, that returns true if and only if there exists a LHG for the pairs (n, k) that satisfiesΠ .
Regularity of LHGs Let consider a LHG G for the pair (n, k) that satisfy a graph constraintΠ . In this case, to take into account
the efficiency of flooding a network, it becomes important to check if there exists a LHG G′ for the pair (n, k) such that G′
has a number of edges lesser than G. To this aim, we introduce an additional property, namely k-regularity:
Property 5. k-regularity: Let G = (V , E) be a graph with |V | = n and k a natural number such that k < n. We say that G is
k-regular if all the nodes have the same degree k.
A k-regular LHG for the pair (n, k) is a graph such that there does not exist any other LHG for that (n, k) with a lower
number of edges. To compare different graph constraints with respect to the ability to provide k-regular LHGs we introduce
a boolean characteristic function REGΠ (n, k) where Π is the graph constraint. REGΠ (n, k) returns true if and only if there
exists a k-regular LHG for the pairs (n, k) that satisfiesΠ .
4. K -PASTED-TREE graph constraint
In this sectionwe introduce K -PASTED-TREE graph constraint and compute the EX and REG functions of K -PASTED-TREE.
Finally we discuss the relation between K -PASTED-TREE and the operational construction rules for building LHGs provided
in [10]. A K -PASTED-TREE graph constraint is defined as follows:
Definition 1. A graph G satisfies the graph constraint K -PASTED-TREE if
1. G contains k copies Ti of a tree T (i = 1, . . . , k);
2. each leaf of Ti is leaf of all Tj (j = 1, . . . , k) (shared leaves);
3. T has the following properties:
3a. T is height-balanced1;
3b. root node of T has k children;
3c. other nodes of T have 0 or k− 1 children. If a node has k− 1 children we call it internal node;
3d. nodes of T just above the leaves may have up to 2k− 3 added leaves;
As an example, Fig. 2 shows three graphs satisfying K -PASTED-TREE.
1 The heights of two branches of T differ by at most 1.
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Fig. 1. 3-connectivity of a graph with n = 21 satisfying K -PASTED-TREE. (a) s, t ∈ T1 , (b) s ∈ T1, t ∈ T3 .
(a) A LHG for the pair (6, 3). (b) A LHG for the pair (9, 3). (c) A LHG for the pair (10, 3).
Fig. 2. Three graphs satisfying K -PASTED-TREE.
4.1. Correctness of K-PASTED-TREE graph constraint
In the following we prove that K -PASTED-TREE allows us to generate LHGs.
Lemma 1. K-PASTED-TREE Graph Constraint allows us to produce graphs satisfying Properties 1 and 2.
Proof. LetG = (V , E) be the graph built satisfying K -PASTED-TREE. Given a node u part of a tree Ti ⊂ G, we name descendant
leaves of u in Ti all the leaf nodes of the sub-tree of Ti that have u as the root node. From Menger’s Theorem [18] we have
that, in order to have a k-connected graph, we should have k disjoint paths (both on nodes and edges) connecting any pairs
of nodes s, t ∈ V . From rule 1 it follows that G is composed by k replicated trees and from rule 2 it follows that these trees
are connected together by the leaves.
If s, t ∈ Ti then it is easy to show that there exist k disjoint paths connecting them. A unique path exists in Ti from s to t ,
because Ti is a tree. Now consider the copies sj and tj of s and t in every copy Tj of tree Ti (where i 6= j); consider the paths
connecting every pairs sj, tj inside Tj. Since each of these paths is composed only by nodes belonging to the same Tj, we have
k− 1 disjoint paths. Nowwe should only show that there exist k− 1 disjoint paths connecting s to each sj and k− 1 disjoint
paths connecting t to each tj in order to have a total of k disjoint paths. Let us first consider s and sj; if s is not a leaf then it
is always possible to build k − 1 disjoint paths connecting s to each sj simply selecting k − 1 distinct descendant leaves of
sj, namely l1, . . . , lk−1 and then considering the k− 1 distinct paths from sj to each lh concatenated with the k− 1 distinct
paths from each lh to s (∀h ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1}). The same reasoning can be applied to t . If s (or t) is a leaf in Ti, then it is shared
among all the trees, and then there exists no path between s and sj as they are actually the same node. In Fig. 1(a) we show
an example: the different types of dotted lines represent the k paths between s and t and double lines represent the leaves
that join the s− lh paths with the lh− s paths. Note that in the case where nodes just above the leaves have more than k− 1
children, we have more ‘‘connection points’’ between the trees and then it is simpler to choose a node to be used as bridge
toward the trees.
If s ∈ Ti and t ∈ Tj (i 6= j) it is possible to show the existence of k disjoint paths as follows: in Ti there always exist
at least k − 1 disjoint paths, namely S1, . . . , Sk−1, from s to k − 1 descendant leaves and one path, namely Sk, from s to a
nondescendant leaf (passing by the root); even in Tj there always exist at least k − 1 disjoint paths, namely Pt1, . . . , Ptk−1,
from t to k− 1 descendant leaves and one path, namely Ptk, from t to a nondescendant leaf (passing by the root). Let ls and
lt be the ending leaves of Sk and Ptk respectively. If ls and lt are chosen such that they are also a descendant leaf of t (for
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example the ending leaf of Pti with i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}) and a descendant leaf of s (for example the ending leaf of Sj with
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k− 1}) respectively, then we can consider the two paths Sk concatenated with Pti and Ptk concatenated with
Sj as paths connecting s to t .
The remaining k − 2 paths can be built as follows: let us consider the ending leaf of each remaining path from s to one
of its descendant leaves, for example li (where li 6= ls 6= lt ) and the ending leaf of each remaining path from t to one of its
descendant leaves, for example lj (where lj 6= li 6= ls 6= lt ). For every pairs li, lj it is possible to build a connecting path that
passes through the root of a different tree Th. Given that there are k−2 distinct trees that can be used for this purpose, we can
build this way the remaining k− 2 paths. Fig. 1(b) reports an example. Even in this case, having node just above the leaves
having more than k−1 children only facilitates the selection of the leaves to be used as bridges between different trees. 
Lemma 2. K-PASTED-TREE Graph Constraint allows us to produce graphs satisfying Property 3.
Proof. Let G = (V , E) be the k-connected graph satisfying K -PASTED-TREE. K -PASTED-TREE allows us to produce graphs
basically pertaining to two categories: graphs where nodes just above the leaves have no more child that we refer in the
following as nodes with no added leaves and graphs where nodes just above the leaves have more children (due to rule 3d)
referred in the following as nodes with added leaves.
Case 1: G has nodes with no added leaves.
If G has nodes with no added leaves then it satisfies rules from 1 to 3c, but these rules are derived directly from the descrip-
tion provided by Jenkins and Demers in [10]. So a graph Gwith nodes having no added leaves is built in the same way as the
ones presented in [10] and then satisfies property P.3 (because any graph built as described in [10] satisfies P.3).
Case 2: G has nodes with at least one added leaf.
Let us suppose by contradiction that removing a link, connectivity does not decrease (i.e. connectivity is always k). Let
(s, t) ∈ E be an edge and G′ = (V ′, E ′) be the graph obtained from Gwhere V ′ = V and E ′ = E − (s, t).
Since G is k-connected both the degrees of s and t must be larger than or equal to k. The edge (s, t) can be (i) a link of one
Ti or (ii) a link connecting an added node to an internal node situated just above the leaves. If (s, t) ∈ Ti then either (i.1) s
can be the root and t an internal node, or (i.2) both s and t can be internal nodes, or (i.3) s can be an internal node and t a
leaf. With case (i.1) we have that the degree of s is k (rule 3b) and the degree of t is between k and 3k− 3 (rules 3d and 3c).
We removed edge (s, t) from G′, therefore the degree of s in this graph is k− 1. If we remove all the k− 1 nodes connected
to s, G′ gets disconnected, therefore G′ cannot be k-connected. With case (i.2) we have that s is in the tree Ti at an upper
level with respect to t . From the rule 3d only nodes that are parents of leaves can have added nodes, so s cannot have any
added children and then its degree must be k (1 parent and k− 1 children). t , as in the previous case, has a degree included
between k and 3k− 3. We removed edge (s, t) from G′, therefore s degree in this graph is k− 1. If we remove all the k− 1
nodes connected to s, G′ gets disconnected, therefore G′ cannot be k-connected. With case (i.3) where s is an internal node
and t is a leaf, we have that t degree is k due to rule 2, while s degree is between k and 3k− 3. We removed edge (s, t) from
G′, therefore s degree in this graph is k− 1. If we remove all the k− 1 nodes connected to s, G′ gets disconnected, therefore
G′ cannot be k-connected. If (ii) (s, t) is a link connecting an added leaf to an internal node (without loss of generality we
can assume that t is the added node) we have that the degree of s in G is between k+ 1 and 3k+ 3, because s is an internal
node so it has 1 parent node, k− 1 children nodes and, as a consequence of rule 3c, at least one added node that is t and at
most other 2k − 2 added nodes. The degree of t in G is k because each added node is linked to each Ti. We removed edge
(s, t) from G′, therefore t degree in this graph is k− 1. If we remove all the k− 1 nodes connected to s, G′ gets disconnected,
therefore G′ cannot be k-connected. In all these cases removing a link from G decreases its connectivity in contrast with the
hypothesis. 
Lemma 3. K-PASTED-TREE Graph Constraint allows us to produce graphs satisfying Property 4.
Proof. LetG = (V , E) be the k-connected graph built satisfyingK -PASTED-TREE and let ni be the number of nodes in Ti. From
rule 3a Ti is a height-balanced tree, therefore the maximum length of each path connecting the root to a leaf is log(k−1)(ni).
Let us consider two generic nodes in G, namely s and t . We can have two cases: (i) both s and t are in Ti or (ii) s ∈ Ti and t
∈ Tj. With case (i) we have that there is a path connecting s and t in Ti and its length is, in the worst case, 2log(k−1)(ni), i.e.
the distance between two leaves. With case (ii) every path connecting s and t will contain a leaf, i.e. the node constituting
the bridge that connects together Ti and Tj through the considered path. In this scenario the longest path connecting s and t
is the one where both of them are roots. In this case we have log(k−1)(ni) hops to go from s to the shared leaf and log(k−1)(nj)
to go from the shared leaf to t , so also in this case the effort required is 2log(k−1)(ni) (because ∀i, jni = nj) and then we can
conclude that we have O(log(n)) hops (where n = c ∗ ni with c < 1). 
Theorem 1. K-PASTED-TREE Graph Constraint allows us to produce LHGs.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 1–3. 
4.2. Existence of LHGs satisfied by K-PASTED-TREE
In this section we showwhich are the pairs (n, k) such that there exists a LHG satisfying K -PASTED-TREE. To this aim let
us compute EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k).
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Lemma 4. Let n and k be two natural numbers. For a given k the minimum value of n such that EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = true is
n = 2k.
Proof. Let us suppose firstly by way of contradiction that there exists a pair of integers n and k with n < 2k such that
EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = true
Case 1 (n ≤ k). This contradicts the definition of k-connectivity of LHG because it is impossible to build a graph with k edges
for each node, therefore ∀n, k such that n ≤ kwe have EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = false;
Case 2 (k < n < 2k). Due to rule 1, the graph is composed of k copies of a tree T . The smallest tree that we can have is
the one having only one node2 (the root). Since each copy Ti of T , has at least the root, then in G there are at least k nodes
representing the k copies of the roots.
Due to rule 3b, each root has to have k children. In order to satisfy the constraint, the tree T has to have, in addition to the
root, also its k children. Since we want to count the minimum number of nodes, we consider the k children of T ’s root as
leaves.
Due to rule 2 each leaf is a leaf of all the Tis so the minimum number of nodes of a graph satisfying K -PASTED-TREE is n = k
roots+k leaves = 2k that contradicts the hypothesis.
To complete the proof we have also shown that there there exists at least one graph G with n = 2k nodes satisfying
K -PASTED-TREE (Fig. 2(a)). 
Theorem 2. Let k and n be two integers such that k < n
EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) =
{
true n ≥ 2k
false otherwise .
Proof. From Lemma 4 we have that the smallest graph that satisfy K -PASTED-TREE in terms of number of nodes is the one
with n = 2k and then EXK-PASTED-TREE(2k, k) = true. As an example the graph (6, 3) is depicted in Fig. 2(a). Starting from the
smallest graph for a given k, we add nodes, one by one, to it showing that the new graph satisfies the K -PASTED-TREE graph
constraint.
The proof is composed of two parts that contribute to the definition of EXK-PASTED-TREE plus a final part that combines
the two contributions. In the first part, we show how many nodes we can add to the graph (2k, k) (due to rule 3d) without
increasing the height of the trees forming the graph. The second part analyzes howmany nodes we have to add to the graph
(2k, k) to have an increase of height of the trees forming the graph (due to rule 3c).
Part 1. The root (the only node just above the leaves) can have at most 2k−3 children (rule 3d) in addition to the k imposed
by rule 3b, therefore EXK-PASTED-TREE(2k+ j, k) = true (j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2k− 3}). Fig. 2(b) shows the graph (9, 3) obtained by
adding 2k− 3 nodes (i.e., three nodes) to the graph (6, 3), depicted in Fig. 2(a).
Part 2.Nowwewant to count, given a certain k, howmany nodes we have to add to the smallest graph (2k, k) for increasing
by one the height of the tree T made by one root and its k children. This change of height from tree T to T ′ implies the
following two steps:
• (Step 1) a node s that in T is leaf becomes an internal node in T ′. As a consequence of rule 1, s should be present in all the
copies Ti of T generating k− 1 other internal nodes (one for each Ti);
• (Step 2) from rule 3c every internal node should have k− 1 children leaves. These leaves due to rule 2 are shared by the
k trees Ti.
Therefore the graph G satisfying K -PASTED-TREE, that includes T ′ as a subgraph, has a number of nodes equal to 2k (the
number of nodes of the graph including T as a subgraph) plus k− 1 nodes due to the application of step 1 plus k− 1 nodes
due to the application of step 2. Therefore, n = 2k + 2(k − 1) and we have EXK-PASTED-TREE(2k + 2(k − 1), k) = true. For
example, let us consider the graph (6, 3) shown in Fig. 2(b) with height of T1 equal to 1. If we add the nodes A1, A2, A3 and
A4 the resulting graph (10, 3) satisfies K -PASTED-TREE with height of T1 equal to two is depicted in Fig. 2(c) where: (i) node
l1 became an internal node, (ii) A1 and A2 are the k− 1 copies of l1 imposed by the rule 1, (iii) A3 and A4 are the k− 1 new
children of l1 imposed by rule 3c, that become leaves of each tree as imposed by rule 2.
Finally, before increasing again by one the height of the tree, each leaf has to become an internal node and this requires
to repeat the previous two steps. Since each time a new internal node is created, there is the creation of k − 1 leaves, this
reasoning can be repeated an infinite number of times. As a consequence EXK-PASTED-TREE(2k + 2α(k − 1), k) = true with
α ∈ N.
Final part. Combining the contributions of part 1 and part 2, it follows that EXK-PASTED-TREE(2k + 2α(k − 1) + j, k) = true
∀α ∈ N, j ∈ {0, . . . 2k − 3}. Simplifying the previous expression of EXK-PASTED-TREE we have EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = true for
any pair (n, k) such that n ≥ 2k and the claim follows. 
2 This node cannot be a leaf because by definition, a leaf has one incident edge.
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4.3. k-regularity of LHGs satisfied by K-PASTED-TREE
Theorem 3. Let k and n be two natural numbers such that k < n and let α ∈ N. We have
REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) =
{
true n = 2k+ 2α(k− 1)
false otherwise .
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2 we showed that EXK-PASTED-TREE(2k+ 2α(k− 1)+ j, k) = true ∀α ∈ N, j ∈ {0, . . . 2k− 3}.
We prove the claim by showing when we have a k-regular graph increasing first α and then j.
Case j = 0 and α = 0. REGK-PASTED-TREE(2k, k) = true. In this case, each Ti is composed only by the root and k leaves. Due
to rule 3b, every root has k children, thus its degree is k. Due to rule 2, each leaf is shared by the k tree copies Ti, then it has
exactly one parent for each Ti and also its degree is k. So REGK-PASTED-TREE(2k, k) = true.
Case j = 0 and α 6= 0. In this case n = 2k+ 2α(k− 1). As shown in Part 2 of Theorem 2, increasing α by 1 means changing
a tree T in a tree T ′ such that a leaf in T becomes an internal node of T ′. When this happens, such an internal node has to
be present in every copy Ti of T ′ (generating a total of k− 1 new nodes). Due to rule 3c, every new internal node must have
k − 1 children, therefore k − 1 new nodes (leaves) have to be present. Due to rule 3c, the k − 1 new internal nodes of T ′
have k− 1 children and one parent node, therefore their degree is k. Roots and leaves still have, respectively, k children and
k parents meaning that their degree is not changed. Thus REGK-PASTED-TREE(2k+ 2α(k− 1), k) = truewith α ∈ N.
Case j 6= 0. In this case n = 2k + 2α(k − 1) + j with j ∈ j{1, . . . 2k − 3}, due to rule 3d, nodes having more than k − 1
children have degree greater than k. This is reflected on having j 6= 0 and then k-regularity is broken for all that values of n
and REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = false. 
4.4. Relation between K-PASTED-TREE and Jenkins and Demers operational construction rules
Jenkins and Demers in [10] give an operative construction rule, namely JD to build LHGs. In this section we want to
informally show that each graph built using JD satisfies K -PASTED-TREE and that there is an infinite number of pairs (n, k)
such that there exists a graph (n, k) satisfying K -PASTED-TREE and this graph cannot be built using JD.
The authors define a graph as follows: ‘‘The construction consists of k copies of a tree whose root node has k children, and
whose other interior nodes mostly have k-1 children (except for at most k interior nodes just above the leaf nodes, which may have
up to k+1 children). These trees are then ‘‘pasted together’’ at the leaves – i.e. each leaf is a leaf of all k trees.’’
K -PASTED-TREE’s rule 1 captures the statement ‘‘. . . k copies of a tree . . . ’’ andK -PASTED-TREE’s rule 2 comes from ‘‘. . . These
trees are then ‘‘pasted together’’ at the leaves – i.e. each leaf is a leaf of all k trees . . . ’’ K -PASTED-TREE’s rule 3 captures ‘‘. . . k
copies of a tree whose [root/ interior] node has. . . ’’ and in particular, rule 3b is equivalent to ‘‘. . . k copies of a tree whose root
node has k children. . . ’’ and rule 3c is equivalent to ‘‘. . . [k copies of a tree] whose interior nodes mostly have k-1 children . . . ’’. K -
PASTED-TREE’s rule 1 has the aim to fill a level of the tree T before increasing its height. This rule is not explicit in [10] but it is
necessary tomaintain the logarithmic diameter. K -PASTED-TREE’s rule 3d isweaker than this sentence: ‘‘. . . except for atmost
k interior nodes just above the leaf nodes, which may have up to k+1 children. . . ’’. K -PASTED-TREE’s Rule 3d allows each node
just above the leaves to have more children. This difference turns out in the impossibility for JD to build a graph like the one
depicted in Fig. 2(b). Specifically, JD is not able to build, for example, any graph for the pair (n, k)with n = 2k+2α(k−1)+3
when considering α ∈ N.
This also means that JD has an infinite number of pairs (n, k) for which it is impossible to build a LHG. Let us remark that
for each graph EXK-PASTED-TREE(2k+ 2α(k− 1)+ 3, k) is equal to true for each α ∈ N due to Theorem 2.
5. K -DIAMOND graph constraint
In this sectionwe introduce K -DIAMOND, a further improvement of K -PASTED-TREEwith respect to k-regularity. Indeed,
K -DIAMOND and K -PASTED-TREE are equivalent with respect to existence of LHGswhile there are infinitelymany k-regular
graphs (n, k) that satisfy K -DIAMOND and do not satisfy K -PASTED-TREE.
Definition 2. A graph G satisfies the graph constraint K -DIAMOND if
1. G contains k copies Ti of a tree T (i = 1, . . . , k);
2. T ’s leaves can be shared or unshared;
3. a shared leaf of Ti is leaf of all Tj (j = 1, . . . , k)
4. each unshared leaf of T has the following properties:
4a. an unshared leaf is formed by k nodes connected through as clique;
4b. each of such nodes is connected also to one of the trees Ti and each Ti is connected exactly with one node of the
unshared leaf;
5. T has the following properties:
5a. T is height-balanced;
5b. the root of T has k children;
5c. other nodes of T have 0 or k− 1 children. If a node has k− 1 children we call it internal node;
5d. nodes of T just above the leaves may have up to k− 2 added leaves.
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(a) A LHG for the pair (7, 3). (b) A LHG for the pair (8, 3).
(c) A LHG for the pair (13, 3). (d) A LHG for the pair (14, 3).
Fig. 3. Four graphs satisfying K -DIAMOND.
The main difference introduced by K -DIAMOND, with respect to K -PASTED-TREE, is having two types of leaves: shared
and unshared. Shared leaves behave exactly as those considered in K -PASTED-TREE. Unshared leaves are nodes organized
in groups of k elements; leaves belonging to the same unshared leaves form a clique; given a group of unshared leaves each
tree Ti is linked to it through a single edge. As an example Fig. 3 shows four graphs satisfying K -DIAMOND and Fig. 3(a) does
not contain any unshared leaf while Fig. 3(b) contains one unshared leaf with three nodes.
5.1. Correctness of K-DIAMOND graph constraint
In the following we prove that K -DIAMOND allows us to generate LHGs.
Lemma 5. K-DIAMOND Graph Constraint allows us to produce graphs satisfying Properties 1 and 2.
Proof. Since rules 1, 3 and 5 are the same as rules 1, 2 and 3 of K -DIAMOND the reasoning of 1 can be repeated also for
K -DIAMOND. Moreover even if s (or t) are unshared leaves the proof is still the same because a copy sj of s (or a copy tj of t)
always exists and then it is always possible to identify a path connecting s and sj (or t and tj); in particular this path consists
in the direct link between s and sj (or t and tj) due to rule 4. 
Lemma 6. K-DIAMOND Graph Constraint allows us to produce graphs satisfying Property 3.
Proof. Since rules 1, 3 and 5 are the same as rules 1, 2 and 3 of K -DIAMOND the reasoning of 2 can be repeated also for
K -DIAMOND. Note that with K -DIAMONDwemust also consider the case where node t ∈ V is an unshared leaf. In this case
node s ∈ V could be an internal node or an unshared leaf. Therefore edge (s, t) can be either a link connecting an internal
node to an unshared leaf or a link connecting together two unshared leaves. In the former case, we have that node s has one
parent node and, due to rule 5c, k− 1 children, therefore s has k links; where s is also the parent of added nodes then it can
have, due to rule 5d, up to k − 2 children so the degree of s is in the range [k, 2k − 2]. Due to rule 4, each unshared leaf is
linked to all its k − 1 copies and it has a single parent, therefore its degree is k. If we remove the edge (s, t), the degree of
t becomes k − 1, therefore, if we remove the k − 1 nodes connected to t , G would get disconnected. In the latter case we
have that both s and t have the same degree k. Removing the edge (s, t), the degree of both nodes would lower to k− 1 and
a removal of either the k− 1 nodes connected to s or the k− 1 nodes connected to t would disconnect G.
In all these cases removing a link from G decreases its connectivity in contrast with the hypothesis. 
Lemma 7. K-DIAMOND Graph Constraint allows us to produce graphs satisfying Property 4.
Proof. Since rules 1, 3 and 5 are the same as rules 1, 2 and 3 of K -DIAMOND the reasoning of 3 can be repeated also for
K -DIAMOND. 
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Theorem 4. K-DIAMOND Graph Constraint allows us to build LHGs.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 5–7. 
5.2. Existence of LHGs satisfied by K-DIAMOND
Lemma 8. Let n and k be two natural numbers. For a given k the minimum value of n such that EXK-DIAMOND(n, k) = true is
n = 2k.
Proof. The claim follows considering that Lemma 4 applies also to K -DIAMOND as rules 1,3 and rule 5b of K -DIAMOND are
equal to rules 1,2 and 3b of K -PASTED-TREE. 
Theorem 5. Let k and n be two integers such that k < n
EXK-DIAMOND(n, k) =
{
true n ≥ 2k
false otherwise .
Proof. (Sketch) From Lemma 8 we have that the smallest graph that satisfies K -DIAMOND for a given k is (2k, k), therefore
EXK-DIAMOND(2k, k) = true.
The proof shows that, for a given k, we add nodes, one by one, to the smallest graph and we have to show that the
new graph satisfies the K -DIAMOND graph constraint. Note that in the smallest graph satisfying K -DIAMOND all leaves are
shared.
Part 1: starting from (2k, k). The root (the only node just above the leaves) can have at most k − 2 children (rule 5d) in
addition to the k nodes imposed by rule 5b, therefore EXK-DIAMOND(2k+ j, k) = true (j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k− 2}). Fig. 3(a) shows
the graph (7, 3) obtained by adding k− 2 nodes (i.e., one nodes) to the graph (6, 3).
Part 2: creating an unshared leaf. K -DIAMOND does not allow a root to have more children, therefore to build a graph
having 2k+ (k−1) nodes, we have to create an unshared leaf. Due to rule 4a an unshared leaf is groupedwith the new node
and k − 1 of the previously shared leaves. As an example Fig. 3(b) shows a graph (8, 3) satisfying K -DIAMOND including
one unshared leaf. This graph is obtained by the addition of node L5 to the graph depicted in Fig. 3(a). Therefore the graph
(2k+(k−1), k) satisfies K -DIAMOND. Due to rule 5d, root nodes can have once again up to k−2more children and thenwe
have thatK -DIAMONDallows also to build a graph for eachpair (n, k) such thatn = 2k+(k−1)+jwith (j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k−2}).
For each k − 1 nodes added to the graph (2k + (k − 1), k), a new unshared leaf is created. Generalizing, we have that the
graph (2k+ α(k− 1)+ j, k) satisfies K -DIAMOND with α ≤ kwhere k is the maximum number of unshared leaves for the
tree T that we are considering at this step (i.e. the one composed by one root and its children). As an example, we show in
Fig. 3(c) a graph for the pair (13, 3) where all the leaves are unshared (α = k) and the root has the maximum number of
children in addition to the k forced by rule 5b.
Part 3: increasing by one the height of the tree T . The tree T considered at this point is the one composed by the root and
its 2k− 2 children (i.e. k due to rule 5b and k− 2 due to rule 5d). From the situation depicted in Fig. 3(c), K -DIAMOND does
not allow the root to have more children, therefore to build a graph satisfying K -DIAMOND with one more node, we need
to increase the height of the tree T .
The change of the height of T implies to switch from tree T , composed by the root and its k children unshared leaves and
k − 2 more child shared leaf, to a tree T ′ made as follows: one root having k − 1 children unshared leaves and one child
internal node who have k− 1 children shared leaves. As consequence
• (Step 1) a node s that in T was unshared leaf became an internal node in T ′. Due to rule 1, s should be present in all the
copies Ti of T ′; since swas an unshared leaf, it already has its copies in every Ti. All these copies then become the internal
nodes copies of s;
• (Step 2) from the rule 5c every internal node should have k − 1 children shared leaves. These leaves due to rule 3 are
shared by the k trees Ti. Since k−2 shared leaves are already present in T , in T ′ they become internal nodes and only one
more node is needed to build the graph.
Therefore the graph G satisfying K -DIAMOND, that includes T ′ as a subgraph, has a number of nodes n equal to 2k+ (k+
1)(k− 1) due to the application of step1 and step 2 respectively. Thus, we have EXK-DIAMOND(2k+ (k+ 1)(k− 1), k) = true.
For example, let consider the graph (13, 3) shown in Fig. 3(c) with height of T1 equal to 1. If we add the nodes L11, the
resulting graph (14, 3) that satisfies K -DIAMOND with height of T1 equal to two is depicted in Fig. 3(d).
Part 4: iterating part 2 and 3. The reasoning contained in part 3 can be repeated firstly increasing the height of all the
branches of the tree T ′ (due to rule 5a), and thenmaking all the new shared leaves unshared as described in Part 2. Thereforen
can be generalized as n = 2k+α(k−1)+jwithα ∈ N and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . k−2} and EXK-DIAMOND(2k+α(k−1)+j, k) = true. 
Corollary 1. Let n and k be two natural numbers such that n ≥ 2k
∀n, k EXK-PASTED-TREE(n, k)⇔ EXK-DIAMOND(n, k).
Proof. It trivially follows by Theorems 2 and 5. 
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5.3. k-regularity of LHGs satisfied by K-DIAMOND
Theorem 6. Let k and n be two natural numbers such that k < n and let α ∈ N). We have
REGK-DIAMOND(n, k) =
{
true n = 2k+ α(k− 1)
false otherwise .
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 5 we showed that EXK-DIAMOND(2k+ α(k− 1)+ j, k) = true ∀α ∈ N, j ∈ {0, . . . k− 2}. We
prove the claim by showing when we have a k-regular graph increasing first α and then j.
Case j = 0 and α = 0. Due to the fact that rules 3b and 2 of K -PASTED-TREE are the same as rules 5b and 3 of K -DIAMOND,
the graph (2k, k) is k-regular as shown in Theorem 3, therefore RegK-DIAMOND(2k, k) = true.
Case j = 0 and α 6= 0. In this case n = 2k+ α(k− 1). As shown in Part 2 and Part 3 of Theorem 5, increasing α by 1 means
(i) k− 1 shared leaves with an incoming node are grouped in an unshared leaf or (ii) an unshared leaf becomes an internal
node.
In case (i) due to rule 4a, k nodes are grouped together by a clique meaning that each of them have k− 1 links towards the
others. Moreover due to rule 4b each node of the group is linked also to a different copy Ti meaning that any node part of an
unshared leaf has degree k. Roots and other nodes still have degree k. Therefore such a graph is k-regular.
In case (ii) the internal node, namely s, due to rule 1 has to be present in every copy Ti of T ; since swaspart of an unshared leaf,
it has already k−1 copies that become internal nodes too. Due to rule 5c, every new internal nodemust have k−1 children,
therefore k− 1 new nodes (leaves) have to be present. Due to rule 5c, the k− 1 new internal nodes have k− 1 children and
one parent node, therefore their degree is k. Roots have k children and then degree k. The k− 1 shared leaves child of s are
shared by all the trees Ti so they have k parents meaning that their degree is k. Thus REGK-DIAMOND(2k+2α(k−1), k) = true
with α ∈ N.
Case j 6= 0. In this case n = 2k+ 2α(k− 1)+ jwith j ∈ j{1, . . . k− 2}, due to rule 5d, nodes with more than k− 1 children
have degree greater than k. This is reflected on having j 6= 0 and then k-regularity is not satisfied for all that values of n and
REGK-DIAMOND(n, k) = false. 
Theorem 7. Let n and k be two integers such that n ≥ 2k
∀n, k REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k)⇒ REGK-DIAMOND(n, k).
Proof. For a given k, we have to show that for each value of n such that a k-regular graph satisfying K − PASTED − TREE
exists (i.e., REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = true), then a k-regular graph with n′ nodes (with n = n′) that satisfies K − DIAMOND
exists (i.e., REGK-DIAMOND(n, k) = true).
From the proof of Theorems 3 and 6 we have n = 2k+ 2αK-PASTED-TREE(k− 1) and n′ = 2k+αK-DIAMOND(k− 1). We have
to show that n = n′ can be always verified.
2k+ 2αK-PASTED-TREE(k− 1)= 2k+ αK-DIAMOND(k− 1)
2αK-PASTED-TREE(k− 1)=αK-DIAMOND(k− 1)
2αK-PASTED-TREE=αK-DIAMOND
(1)
Since αK-PASTED-TREE and αK-DIAMOND are two natural numbers for each value of αK-PASTED-TREE there will always exist a
value of αK-DIAMOND that verifies equality (1). 
Theorem 8. Let n and k be two integers such that n ≥ 2k. There is an infinite number of pairs (n, k) such that
REGK-DIAMOND(n, k) = true and REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = false.
Proof. Theorem 7 shows that for each k-regular graph with n nodes that satisfies K − PASTED − TREE, there exists a
k-regular graph with n nodes that satisfies K − DIAMOND and the corresponding αK-DIAMOND is even (equality 1). Since
αK-DIAMOND is a natural number and from Theorem 6 we have that a k-regular graph that satisfies K − DIAMOND exists also
for each odd value of αK-DIAMOND with a number of nodes n equal to 2k+ αK-DIAMOND(k− 1). For each of these these graphs
REGK-PASTED-TREE(n, k) = false due to equality (1). The claim follows by considering that there are infinite odd numbers
belonging to the set of natural numbers. 
6. Message complexity
By definition LHGs have a sublinear complexity with respect to the latency when flooding the network due to their
logarithmic diameter. In this section we show the complexity of flooding a graph satisfying a K − PASTED − TREE and
K − DIAMOND graph constraint in terms ofmessage complexity (MC).
Lemma 9. Given a graph G of n nodes with connectivity k, such that G satisfies K − PASTED − TREE then MCK-PASTED-TREE ≤
nk+ (2k− 3)k.
Proof. Message Complexity is limited by the maximum number of edges in the graph. The worst case is when due to rule
3d of Definition 1, there are 2k− 3 leaves in addition to the ones allowed by rules 3b or 3c.
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Fig. 4.Message complexity for k = 5.
In this scenario each node sends at least kmessages (nkmessages). Moreover, each leaf of the 2k − 3 additional leaves
has one father in each one of the k trees, therefore each of such fathers has to send one additional message for each of these
children ((2k− 3)kmessages).Then the message complexity is bounded by nk+ (2k− 3)k. 
Lemma 10. Given a graph G of n nodes with connectivity k, such that G satisfies K − DIAMOND then
MCK-DIAMOND ≤ nk+ (k− 2)k.
Proof. The proof follows the structure of the previous one by considering that K − DIAMOND graph constraint allows, due
to rule 5d, k − 2 additional leaves with respect to the ones allowed by rules 5b and 5c. Then the message complexity is
bounded by nk+ (2k− 3)k. 
To make a concrete example of the comparison between K − PASTED− TREE and K − DIAMOND graph constraints, with
respect to message complexity, Fig. 4 shows the number of messages (#mess) needed to flood a 5-connected LHG satisfying
K − PASTED− TREE and K −DIAMOND by varying the number of nodes n from 10 to 34. The figure shows also the minimum
number of messages (nk) needed to flood the graph (opt).
Plots show that K − PASTED − TREE and K − DIAMOND allow us to build k-regular graphs periodically. Such a graph
exhibits optimal message complexity (n = 10, n = 18, n = 26 and n = 34). Moreover, in accordance with Theorem 6, the
figure shows that K − DIAMOND allows us to build periodically a k-regular graph (i.e. n = 14) where K − PASTED − TREE
does not allow.
Finally in accordance with Lemmas 9 and 10, plots show that in most cases K − DIAMOND reduces significantly the
number of messages required to complete a flooding with respect to K − PASTED− TREE.
7. Conclusions
Studying the existence and regularity of Logarithmic Harary Graphs (LHGs) is of primary importance when one wants to
flood in a robust and efficient way a network that has an arbitrary number of nodes. To the best of our knowledge this is the
first paper looking at such properties of LHGs.
The paper has introduced a graph constraint K -PASTED-TREE and it has shown that there is an infinite number of
pairs (n, k) such that there is a LHG for each of these pairs that satisfies K -PASTED-TREE and it does not satisfy the only
graph constraint presented in the literature so far [10]. Moreover, another graph constraint has been introduced, namely
K -DIAMOND, that is equivalent to K -PASTED-TREE with respect to LHGs existence, but it exhibits an infinite number of
pairs (n, k) such that there is a k-regular LHG for the each of these pairs that satisfies K -DIAMOND and it does not satisfy
K -PASTED-TREE.
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